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and I think she will be - without reviving German militarism,
which we have so much reason to dread or exciting the fears
and suspicions of her neighbours, then not only will we have
added greatly to the def ence of the West, under NATO, but a
great stea will have been taken to end the long and bloody
quarrel betureen Gaul and Teuton .

It has been alleged that Great Britain by its aloof
attitude is delaying these developments . It is true that
the British - with their eyes across the ocean as wel3 as
across the Channel - have let it be known in no uncertain
terms that they cannot become members of the European Defenc e
cormunity or the European Army.- They will support it, they
will work with it, but they will not join it . To adopt a
slogan used once in a far different connection in this country,
it is a case of "co-operation ever, amalgamation never" .

I do not think that we have any right to quarrel with
this decision of the United Kingdam which is her own, and
not a Comnonwealth decision especially as she is already
making through NATO such an important contribution to the
defer:ce of Eurore . The important thing is that union, the
EuroDean ~rny, shouid be linl .ed with NATO - closely linked -
and steps to this end will, I hope, be taken at Lisbon . If
tïlis cmn be done, and it should be done, then North America,
the iritish Isles ~nd the Continental European group beeome
the three parts of this growing and inpressive whole, the
ntlantic community . This is the grand design of the 20th
century .

For Canada, it is, I think, the best solution from
every point of view, political and economic and strategie .
ire support tilerefore, the move tords European unity, but
not in a forr►i separate from or divorced in any way from
NATO . vie understand the British reluctance to join the
Luronean ArLiy, but we would be worried if that meant which
it does not British wit .zdrawal from the NATO forces in
Eurore . Vie would be reluctant to mer;e into a North American
u:~ion, but we are happy to join the United States in a North
::tlantic Organization, the members of wh ich may get closer
as the years go by .

In that broad Trouping, with the United Kingdom,
France and the United States, we can be comfortable and
secure . We will be far happier there, if I may put it
this :'a y, than tive ever could be in a double bed with any-
one of the three . I hope this does not leave us open to
the charge of polygamy

These are all considerations that we have to keep in
mind in working out the best policy for our country . Many
of them are long-range and may even seem remote from the
stark realities of immediate dangers .

Our grand design must not be allowed to obscure those
dan r;ers . That there are such dangers is obvious enough. In
Europe, ti•rith growing NATO strength and unity, there is some
improveraent in the situation ; some of the tense fear of
immediate crisis has been lifted . It is true that against
this there i s greater worry in Europe about economic and
social difficulties, which the Communists will, of course,
exploit and try to increase . Yet, on the whole, the picture
is somewhat brighter there than i t was a year ago . In Asia,
on the contrary, especially in 3outheast Asia, where Communis t
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